CarCoin by WCC (CARS)
JOIN US IN THE FAST LANE

CarCoinNFT.com | fyooz.io

What it is about
World-famous West Coast Customs (WCC) and Fyooz are proud to launch CarCoin by
WCC (CARS), the social token that grants you access to all the hottest custom car
NFTs and real-life automotive experiences, previously reserved for some of the world’s
biggest celebrities. With this collaboration, West Coast Customs is launching their
revolutionary real-world creations into the digital age. For holders of CARS, this means
the largest collection of custom car NFTs, as well as one-of-a-kind experiences and
original artwork from top Crypto Artists, that are fully attainable by simply reaching
one of CARS established Tier Levels.
As a CARS owner, you will also get the exclusive right to become a member of the
CarCoin Discord community, where you will be in the same channel as WCC founder
and CEO, Ryan Friedlinghaus, along with other celebrity token holders.
CarCoin Token Logo:

Buy CARS by clicking here:

CARS

ETH

CLICK HERE TO
GET CARS ON UNISWAP
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West Coast Customs NFTs
From one-of-a-kind original WCC designs and top crypto artist collaborations, to
limited series collections from the industries’ top designers, CarCoin brings you the
ultimate NFT experience – just for being a Fast Lane Club member.
▶ https://CarCoinNFT.com

How it works
With the publication of this White Paper, the CarCoin race begins. There is a total
supply of 1,000,000 CARS, with 4 Fast Lane Club Tiers from which CarCoin holders will
benefit:

A minimum of 200 CARS is required for CarCoin Fast Lane Club membership.
The higher the tier you trade into, the rarer and more exclusive the NFTs.
In addition to holding the required number of CARS to qualify for a Fast Lane Club tier,
your CARS holding period will also be a factor in receiving the most exclusive NFTs.

Next steps
1. Airdrop
When CarCoin trading begins, we will airdrop a total of 50,000 CARS to the Fyooz
Community. At the same time, CARS can be purchased on Uniswap. The initial price
per CARS is $0.05. The trading price will be determined by the demand.

2. Access CarCoin Discord Community
The CarCoin Discord community will be established and accessible no later than two
weeks from the publishing of this paper. The CarCoin Discord is open to the public and
there is no CARS ownership requirement to enter the general discussion group. However, the more CARS tokens you hold, the higher your access within the CarCoin Discord community.
▶ https://discord.gg/B3PGzMbmmj
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3. Get CarCoin NFTs by West Coast Customs
Once the CarCoin community is live, members will have the opportunity to receive
NFTs from West Coast Customs and associated collaborations. A number of mechanisms will be used to determine how Fast Lane Club members will be able to access
NFTs:

One for all:

All members get the NFT

First come, First served:

A limited number of members get the NFT

Votings:

Members vote on allocation

CARS holdings:

The longer you hold, the more you benefit

Wheel of Fortune:

Leaving it to chance

Perhaps other forms will emerge in the future.

How to get CarCoin
There are two ways to obtain CarCoin: Airdrop or purchase.

1. Airdrop to the existing Fyooz Community
50,000 CARS will be distributed to the Fyooz community. Make sure you keep up to
date in one of the Fyooz Circles or the FYZNFT Moon Club. The instructions to get the
airdrop will be posted in these community groups.
If you’re not yet in a Fyooz Circle or the Moon Club, visit the links below and follow
the instructions.
▶ https://fyooz.io/circle
▶ https://fyooz.io/fyznft

If you already have an FYZ wallet, connect here:
Fyooz: The Club: 1,000 or more FYZ

# of FYZNFT

▶ https://bit.ly/FYZ_TheClub
Fyooz: The Jury: 10,000 or more FYZ
▶ https://bit.ly/FYZ_TheJury
Fyooz: Moon Club: 1,000 or more FYZNFT
▶ https://bit.ly/Fyooz_MoonClub
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Max. FYZNFT
Airdrop

2. Purchase CARS on Uniswap
As of the publication of this White Paper, a Uniswap pool has been created with an
initial liquidity of 200,000 CARS. The initial price per CARS is $ 0.05.
Buy CarCoin by WCC on Uniswap:
▶ https://info.uniswap.org/pair/0xbab074b2472ebafebb663b3cff200ad083b75065

Tokenomics
The total CarCoin supply is 1,000,000 CARS. The allocation is as follows:
Table 1: Purpose, Type and Allocation of CARS

Purpose

Amount
CARS

Percent

Treasury: West Coast Customs
Treasury: Fyooz
Artists & Advisors
Liquidity Uniswap
Marketing Advisory
Community Airdrop

250,000
250,000
200,000
200,000
50,000
50,000

25%
25%
20%
20%
5%
5%

Type
50% locked
50% locked
50% locked
pooled
unlocked
airdrop

From these main wallets CARS have been or will be distributed according to their
purpose;

Treasury WCC:

0xE3a87dB61c92F80912a21F1D4589f8867d17B2Ab

Treasury Fyooz:

0x7663F6bB2720f5e18791Dd0a7979b5935e4e61e2

Artist & Advisors:

0x745f3cE7159f5Da2b6f7dc2E2A27071AD706c778

Uniswap (Contract): 0xc6CF3C3c693fb0a2c8aE69ec4c199a4BA285A594
Marketing Advisory: 0x8933185cc52D8D33B22f65133B8aF29568Fbf3ba
Community Airdrop: 0x765327974737A02963b8e23D42986DaA7ec6C0Ad

Note: To prevent third-party bots from buying up CARS when their liquidity is offered
via Uniswap, 200,000 CARS are bound in the Uniswap contract.
Check out CARS holders here:
▶ https://etherscan.io/token/0xc6cf3c3c693fb0a2c8ae69ec4c199a4ba285a594#balances
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Treasury: West Coast Customs
250,000 CARS are reserved for the team at West Coast Customs, recognizing CarCoin
community members and suppliers who contribute to the project and add value. U.S.
stars and advisors are restricted from selling CARS during the initial 12 months, which
applies to over 50% of the team members.

Treasury: Fyooz
250,000 CARS are reserved for Fyooz community members, recognizing marketing staff
and suppliers who contribute to the project. U.S. stars and advisors are restricted
from selling CARS during the initial 12 months, which applies to over 50% of the team
members.

Artists & Advisors
200,000 CARS are reserved for artists that design NFTs, and celebrities and advisors
that have invested in the project. U.S. stars and advisors are restricted from selling
CARS during the initial 12 months, which applies to over 50% of the team members.

Liquidity Uniswap
The initial liquidity available on Uniswap is 200,000 CARS. Additional liquidity may be
added, but in no case will liquidity ever be withdrawn.

Marketing Advisory
50,000 CARS will be distributed to third-party marketing advisors and their teams.

Community Airdrop
Rules to receive the 50,000 CARS airdrop will be announced in the Fyooz Circles. Join
the Fyooz Community now!
▶ https://www.fyooz.io/circle
▶ https://www.fyooz.io/fyznft

Pimp your NFT!
Get in pole position to hold CarCoin now!
▶ https://www.CarCoinNFT.com
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About West Coast Customs
World-renowned West Coast Customs was founded in 1993 by Ryan Friedlinghaus
with a $5,000 loan from his grandfather. With Ryan’s vision and drive, WCC
became the premiere vehicle modification shop, internationally recognized for its
original designs, impeccable quality, cutting-edge technology and unparalleled
craftsmanship.
On March 4, 2004, WCC’s clientele skyrocketed when “Pimp My Ride” began airing
original episodes on MTV. With ratings rapidly skyrocketing, West Coast Customs
quickly became a global lifestyle brand. Major TV networks across the country
continued to sign new shows, including “Street Customs” and “Inside West Coast
Customs.”
Nearly 30 years later, WCC is going stronger than ever. The company creates
impeccably customized cars for professional athletes, actors, musicians, Fortune
100 corporations and international royalty.
West Coast Customs now lives in a 60,000 square foot state-of-the-art facility in
Burbank, CA. Daily tours are scheduled for the thousands of car enthusiasts who
visit the shop from all around the world, and with the launch of CarCoin, WCC will
soon be coming to a Metaverse near you!

About Fyooz
Fyooz is the fusion of popular culture and cryptocurrency, enabling the tokenization of artists and their art. Through Fyooz, culture becomes a digital store of value
in coins that offer utilitarian benefits. Fyooz represents live, digital, rare, and
limited one-on-one experiences you can’t get anywhere else.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
DUE TO COUNTRY-SPECIFIC REGULATIONS, THE BUYING AND SELLING OF FYOOZ
COINS AND STAR TOKENS – INCLUDING CARSCOINS – IS CURRENTLY NOT POSSIBLE
FOR U.S. RESIDENTS AND CITIZENS.
The CarCoin is issued and distributed by Ones And Heroes GmbH, Zurich, Switzerland, based on a license from West
Coast Customs, Burbank, California, USA. It does not constitute an investment and is not a security. There are other
crypto coins or tokens in the market that are either explicitly or implicitly securities, or that are intended to have the
characteristics of securities that promise or intend to provide a return to investors in a manner comparable to the
types of returns expected by equity investors. However, the CarsCoin is not such an investment.
The User is expected to buy and hold the CarCoin in order to gain access to exclusive membership and participation in
the programs heretofore described. This means that the CARS token does not represent or constitute any ownership
rights or stake, shares or security or equivalent rights with the Seller, and therefore conveys no rights to receive or
participate in future profits, revenue streams, proceeds, or other forms of financial gains that are related to these
activities. The effective arrangement with regard to the proceeds of the Token sale is specified in the Whitepaper under
Tokenomics, whereby West Coast Customs and its affiliates receive a license fee of 250,000 CarCoins.
Furthermore, the CarsCoin does not create or confer any enforceable contractual or other obligations against the Seller
or Licensor. The User therefore understands and acknowledges that the CarsCoin does not, and shall not be construed
to, grant to the User any license or right of any nature with respect to any intellectual property rights, rights of
publicity, or equivalent rights in or related to the Seller, the Licensor or any of its affiliates.
The User understands and acknowledges that the Seller has the right to add and remove token functionalities at any
time at their sole discretion. Since the addition of token functionalities by the Seller and the Licensor is not guaranteed, the User is aware that the CarsCoin may not provide the User with any token functionalities whatsoever.
Further, Users should only purchase tokens in such quantities as will actually be used to gain access to membership
and/or related programs and activities as described herein within the foreseeable future.
With regards to sweepstakes conducted in connection with the CarCoin Fast Lane Club, no purchase, payment, or
donation of any kind is necessary to enter or win. Free participation for airdrops is available on
http://bit.ly/Free_Registration_WCC.
The terms on https://www.fyooz.io/terms are considered also applicable here.
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